
Notes and Comments

Notes and comments are not merely short articles or long letters; they are
varied, informal glimpses of Mormon thought and life. The Editors welcome
news, profiles, opinions, accounts, speeches, and other items that seem ap-
propriate.

TAKING FLANDERS TOO SERIOUSLY
Stanley B. Kimball

Stanley B. Kimball, Associate Professor of History at Southern Illinois
University and a member of the L.D.S. St. Louis Stake High Council, has
written the following response to Klaus Hansen's Review in the Summer issue
of Robert Flander's NAUVOO: KINGDOM ON THE MISSISSIPPI.

I have read with great interest and respect Professor Hansen's review-essay
on Robert B. Flanders's Nauvoo: Kingdom on the Mississippi in Vol. I, No. 2,
of Dialogue and very much appreciate his scholarly and helpful remarks.

Unfortunately, however, Hansen takes this book too seriously and seems
unaware of some serious faults — the lack of objectivity in the researching and
writing of this book and its great bibliographical lacunae. This is all the
more surprising since Hansen praises Flanders for being an "objective his-
torian" and further writes, "As an objective historian [Flanders] presents the
facts." The simple presentation of facts, however, even if one does not like
what he uncovers, is not necessarily good history or objectivity. How one
presents the facts is what counts. Nowhere does Hansen evaluate, or even
refer to Flanders's bibliography (which is, after all, one of the tasks of a re-
viewer) . Perhaps this is because Hansen wrote more of an essay than a review.

A more serious flaw in Hansen's review, however, is that he does not seem
to be aware of the somewhat less than subtle technique of distortion con-
sciously or unconsciously used by Flanders throughout his whole study. In
one instance Hansen even dismisses an example of Flanders's technique of
distortion and practically pleads that this book not be rejected out of hand
for "such superficial barbs." This barb, an anti-"Utah Mormon" quotation
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from Stenhouse, to which Hansen specifically refers, is more than a "super-
ficial barb." It is one of many such carefully placed barbs, the sum total of
which distorts not only the character of Joseph Smith, but also the meaning
of the Nauvoo period in church history.

Since I agree with Professor Hansen's conclusion that "If no Mormon
scholar can afford to ignore [Flanders's book], neither can other Mormons of
whatever persuasion," I would like to add my own rather prosaic remarks.

Professor Flanders finally has done what should have been done long
ago — put some meat onto the skeletal history of the extremely interesting
and important Illinois phase of early Mormon history. The book is very
well written and presents a mass of interesting material. It is especially good
in political and economic history (and correspondingly weak in religious,
social, and cultural history). Some of his most valuable and noteworthy con-
tributions are on the early history of Illinois (Chapter 1), land acquisition in
and around Nauvoo (Chapter 2), the English mission (Chapter 3), and
Illinois political history (Chapter 8).

This study is solidly founded on orthodox Mormon sources. Of the more
than 770 footnotes, almost 400 come from Joseph Smith's History of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, the Times and Seasons, the Mil-
lennial Star, and the Nauvoo Wasp, and many others refer to such decidedly
orthodox Mormon works as the sermons of Brigham Young and the writings
of Parley P. Pratt, B. H. Roberts, and William E. Berrett. Furthermore,
Flanders has wisely eschewed most of the notoriously anti-Mormon works. He
has also used most profitably the records in the Hancock County Court House.

In reference to tone or attitude, however, many readers will not realize
and understand that a book, even a large book, can be written mostly from
good primary source materials, with few errors, and still present a more or
less untrue and unfair version of what happened. This is accomplished most
handily through tone and selectivity. A carefully chosen adjective or adverb
can completely distort meaning and sense. One carefully selected and placed
quotation can completely negate pages of preceding positive or favorable
material. The inadequacy of introductory material can also distort. Whether
by design or accident, Professor Flanders's book is seriously marred by words
and quotations which he does use and by material which he omits.

Joseph Smith suffers most from Flanders's technique. The author quite
ingeniously admits in his preface that his book is not biography and that "the
account of Smith is not a balanced one . . . it does not treat him as a great
religious leader [but] as a man of affairs . . ." (p. vi). Flanders is certainly
not to be criticized for this, and it is refreshing to read something about
Joseph Smith where he neither appears as a ten foot tall puppet of the
Almighty nor as a patent villain. While Flanders has avoided both extremes,
he has not found a happy medium. He is entirely too harsh on his "man
of affairs," who emerges not only naive and unwise, but also as an opportunist,
a zealot, and a vindictive schemer. In this respect, Joseph Smith does not
fare much better at the hands of Flanders than he did twenty-one years and
seven printings ago in Faun Brodie's regrettable "history."

It is a rule of good drama (and well written history can be dramatic)
that the audience or readers must be able to have some sympathy even for
the villain of the piece. While Joseph Smith is not exactly the villain of
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Flanders's book, the reader is never moved to sympathy. Nowhere does
Joseph Smith appear kind, generous, or even likeable.

Joseph Smith's land dealing and his financial affairs form a leitmotiv of
this book in respect to which Flanders is constantly critical. That Joseph
Smith was rather naive and at times even unwise in such matters is hardly
a point to be contested, but the author goes entirely too far. His constant
harping on these subjects in no way improves his book or strengthens his
main thesis, which seems to be that kingdoms, even those of God, are, after
all, built by mere men.

Professor Flanders's first main error was to present inadequately the
Missouri background of the Nauvoo period. The history of Nauvoo cannot
be understood without some knowledge of the awful persecutions which drove
the Mormons from Missouri into Illinois in the first place. Such persecution
caused Joseph Smith and others to take defensive, and even offensive, meas-
ures in Nauvoo which in the light of previous experiences in Missouri are
understandable, but which do seem highhanded if the Missouri period is not
taken into consideration. Flanders gives the Missouri period a bare three
pages, rather than the introductory chapter which it deserves under the
circumstances.

For example, on page 34 we read that "in April, 1839, Joseph Smith
escaped prison." Flanders provides little explanation of why he was in
prison and no account of how he escaped. (He was allowed to.) Here
Flanders should have presented more material, for throughout the rest of the
book he comments on the attempts of Missourians to extradite or kidnap
Joseph Smith, all of which appears quite just and proper on the part of the
Missourians. On page 307 we read, "Particularly galling to the anti-Mormons
was the notion that Smith was a fugitive from Missouri justice and that he
repeatedly escaped his just punishment by flight or by legal maneuvers, the
most prominent of which was his automatic release from any arrest by writ
of habeas corpus from his own Nauvoo Court." Without further comment
from Flanders the reader is left to ponder the force and implication of the
expression "just punishment" and most likely will draw the conclusion,
since information on Missouri is so lacking, that Joseph Smith really was
running from justice.

Flanders's objectionable tone is likewise unfair. Joseph Smith "toyed
with leading a little army" (page 4), "hated his enemies" (page 5), was
"an easy mark for sharp dealers and flatterers" (page 5), "was learning how
easy it was to buy on credit" (page 39), "addressed a crowd of thousands
with a strident estimate of the power and sovereignty of Nauvoo" (page 105),
"hit upon a new device which would meet the Hotchkiss obligation" (page
130), "hoped by pleas, threats, exaggerations, and repeated assurances to
avoid being pressed too closely or brought to a reckoning by 'coercive meas-
ures' " (page 132), "chose to ignore the provision of the law that no trustee-
in-trust was eligible for bankruptcy" (page 169), "betrayed what was per-
haps his basic objection" (page 188), and his "threatened interdict . . .
stood as an example of his vindictive zeal" (page 200).

A more serious flaw in Flanders's work is his penchant for negating the
effect of many positive things he reports by concluding with a negative com-
ment or quotation. For example on page 22 he ends Chapter 1 with a quota-
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tion from Governor Ford, who certainly had every reason for wanting others
to think that the Mormons were undesirables. "The old Governor concluded
that perhaps the Mormons themselves were roques. 'So it may appear that the
Mormons . . . may have been induced to select Hancock as the place of their
settlement, rather than many other places where they were strongly solicited
to settle, by the promptings of a secret instinct, which, without much pene-
tration, enables men to discern their fellows.' " Flanders does not say he
accepts or rejects this verdict, but he tosses it in at the close of his chapter
in such a way that the reader could very easily conclude that this was not
only Flanders's opinion, but most likely true.

On pages 340-341 Flanders closes the book with two particularly nega-
tive and dated quotations which seem calculated to leave a distinctly un-
sympathetic feeling in the minds of the reader. The first one is from
Pease's The Frontier State (Springfield, 1918) : "After full allowance is made
for the violence and perhaps the greed of the opponents of the Mormons
in Illinois, it must be admitted that they saw clearly how terrible an ex-
crescence on the political life of the state the Mormon community would be,
once it had attained full growth . . . and to enforce the will of public opinion,
the resort to private war, though to be deplored, was inevitable." (One thing
history is supposed to teach is that nothing is inevitable.) The second, with
which the book ends, is from T.B.H. Stenhouse's The Rocky Mountain Saints
(New York, 1873). Stenhouse was an apostate anti-Mormon, identified by
Flanders as "an astute ex-Mormon." This quotation, which some will see
as a typical R.L.D.S. swipe by Flanders at the "Utah Mormons," was written
in Utah about 1870, and concludes, "No professors of religion . . . could be
more bitterly bigoted than the rigidly orthodox among the Mormons today."

I do not wish to imply that there is no place in such a book for the
opinions of Pease, Stenhouse, or other critics of the Mormons. This is not
the point. The point is that such negative comments should not be used so
insensitively. One is almost tempted to think the Flanders meticulously con-
structed his book largely from pro-Mormon sources so as to masquerade as
objective, if not partisan, towards the Mormons, in order to better drive home
his negative attitudes with adjectives and well placed quotations. If this is
the case, he may have succeeded even better than many past detractors whose
works are so rabid as to be self defeating.

Flanders's book will no doubt be praised for having a good bibliography.
Yet, despite a nine page listing of over 160 items the author has managed
to miss many important collections of primary sources. Aside from a few
newspapers, several contemporary books, a few published journals, and fifteen
manuscripts (not all of which are significant), and thirty public documents
and "Other Primary Sources" (all of which are printed), the vast amount of
unprinted primary sources was left strictly alone. For example, the large
collection of documents and letters, including the Mayson Brayman papers
and the John J. Hardin papers, at the Chicago Historical Society, were not
used, nor were materials in the National Archives, the Thomas L. Kane papers
at Stanford and Yale, or the Thomas C. Sharp and allied anti-Mormon papers
and the Oliver H. Olney papers also at Yale. Ideally, of course, Flanders
would have also visited the Huntington Library, Bancroft Library, the Mis-
souri Historical Society, and collections in Salt Lake City, Utah, and Inde-
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